
Business clients save time with customised shipping solutions by Österreichische Post 
created for designing labels and managing items and data while receiving excellent service. 
Below please find an overview of how you can use Österreichische Post services for  
extra speed and convenience.

SYSTEMS for parcel shipping

post.at/parcelsystems

Post-Labelcenter

Our shipping software Post-Labelcenter is a trusted 
and continuously updated solution that allows you to 
process your order data and create the required labels 
and preliminary data. Use the Post-Labelcenter to 
manage all your parcel shipping processes in just a few 
steps. For more information, please visit post.at/plc

Full online overview

Overview in the Business Cockpit: users will find all 
detailed information about their items, item status 
reports with recipient signatures, and reports and  
can also initiate missing mail searches. Track & trace: 
use your tracking number to track your item‘s status  
online: post.at/trackandtrace

Proprietary system

As an alternative to the Post-Labelcentre, you can 
also use your own system to create Österreichiche 
Post shipping labels. If you choose this option, please 
note that you will need Österreichische Post AG to 
previously approve your label and preliminary data. 
Correct labelling is key for flawless item processing. 
For more information, please visit post.at/kvs

Your benefits 

- Convenient and customised in-house solution
- Can be used for different shipping systems
- Creating reports is easy with track & trace
- Your preferred pickup station and preferred 

postal branch can be integrated 

Tip:
Save time with  

a plugin! For more 
information, visit 
post.at/plcplugin

Your benefits 

- Swift and easy system integration
- Data transfer from ERP systems
- Accompanying documents for your  

international items
- Location data always up-to-date
- Austria-wide address database with  

time-saving address suggestions
- Includes all Österreichische Post service  

locations and pickup stations
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